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On Line Mission or official event
Pilot Report
Radio Telephony
South African Virtual Air Force
Task Force Mission
Virtual Airline
Virtual Airline Management System
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PREFACE
This manual contains information, policies, regulations, procedures and guidance concerning the operation and
administration of the SAVAF. These policies apply to the conduct of all SAVAF members who fly anywhere on-line using an
official SAVAF call sign (ZAV). All SAVAF members are required to be familiar with all provisions of this manual, including
Staff operations and administrative responsibilities.
The goal of the SAVAF is to provide a realistic simulated environment, and most importantly, to provide a fun environment
for everybody to enjoy our hobby. Although every effort has been made to prescribe complete information, policy,
regulation, procedure and guidance, it is impossible to cover every circumstance. Therefore, when a situation arises where
no specific procedure, policy, regulation or guidance is covered in this document, the Air Council shall review the situation
and provide the needed guidance.
VISION STATEMENT
For the South African Virtual Air Force to provide a realistic simulated airspace environment and to be one of the finest
Virtual Special Operations Air Forces that provides quality entertainment value: a Virtual Air Force where members aspire
to reach for the stars and conquer the sky.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The SAVAF is a Flight Simulator based Virtual Organization and operates as a stand-alone and separate entity to IVAO. The
SAVAF was founded in January 2007 by Steven Brown and Willem Clack as a Military (Special Operations) VA, where
members could experience more than general flying. Over time it has evolved into an elite organization aimed at the above
average pilot/ATC where many varied and adrenalin filled on-line flights can be enjoyed, including co-operative flights with
International Special Operations VA’s.
Career progression within the SAVAF is virtually limitless, as the SAVAF is constantly expanding. Ample opportunity exists to
those dedicated and serious personnel and members to advance and contribute to the SAVAF, either by flying, and/or
performing other administrative and technical duties.
Presently, upwards of 100 Flight Schedules are available in VAM, but not limited to Schedules as Charter flights are also
available, availing SAVAF pilots a vast variety of Commercial, VFR, IFR and mission routes in which to participate. More
schedules are added on a requirement basis.

1.1 MANUAL OBJECTIVE
This manual establishes overall regulations, guidance, and procedures governing the conduct of all personnel and activities
within the SAVAF.
Supplemental guidance may be prepared as necessary to clarify more specific procedures as deemed necessary by the
various SAVAF staff members.

1.2 ADHERANCE
All SAVAF members are to take heed of the information contained in this manual, and such information must be adhered to
at all times.

2. SAVAF ORGANISATION
The SAVAF does not duplicate the ‘real’ structure of the South African Air Force, but is conceived under a Virtual Special
Operations Group. The SAVAF is basically structured as follows:
Chief of the South African Virtual Air Force (Air Office)
Officer Commanding (Air Command)
Staff Officers assigned to various Departments/Divisions
Officer Commanding (Air Base)
Squadrons and their designated Air Force Bases Members of
the SAVAF.

2.1 ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE SAVAF
The Organisational Table representing the structure of the SAVAF, as it currently stands, is shown in the table below:
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This structure represents the maximum posts that will be required to operate the SAVAF effectively. Due to personnel
restrictions only, certain posts will be filled and in certain cases multiple posts will be managed by one person.
DEFINITION OF STAFF POSITIONS
Chief of the Virtual Air Force (CAF). The CAF is the overall Officer Commanding of the SAVAF and also heads up the Air Office.
The CAF’s duties will include overall policy making and policy management, as well as the overall management of the SAVAF
with respect to the operational status of the SAVAF, and its members, in conjunction with his Staff Officers.
Officer Commanding: Air Command (OCA). The OC Air Command is the Second in Command of the SAVAF. The OC Air
Command will be responsible for management of the SAVAF, including operational readiness, and discipline of the SAVAF
members.
Officer Commanding: Operations (OCO). The OC Operations will be responsible for operational management of the SAVAF,
including operational readiness, and discipline of the SAVAF members.
Officer Commanding: Air Base (OCB). The OC of an Air Base will be responsible for all duties regards to the command of such
air base and will include the general management of the air bases’ aircraft fleet, routes, tours and pilots which include pilot
training, awards, ranks and ratings according to the specific air base’s capabilities and mission.

2.2 RANK STRUCTURE IN THE SAVAF
The rank structure within the SAVAF is similar to that of the real life South African Air Force, with the exception that there
are no non-commissioned officer ranks.
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The ranking structure is as follows:
Candidate Officer (CO):
Second Lieutenant (2Lt):
Lieutenant (Lt):
Captain (Capt):
Major (Maj):
Lieutenant Colonel (LtCol):
Colonel (Col):
Brigadier General (Brig Genl):
Major General (Maj Genl):
Lieutenant General (Lt Genl):
General (Genl):

The basic rank awarded when successful enlistment to the SAVAF and a Basic Flight
Student Rating (FS1) is achieved.
Achieved by completion of 5 official ALPHA Force Missions, 60 flight hours and a Flight
Student (FS2) Rating.
Achieved by completion of 5 official BRAVO Force Missions, 200 flight hours and an
Advanced Student (FS3) Rating.
Achieved by completion of 5 official CHARLIE Force Missions, 500 flight hours and a
Private Pilot (PP) Rating.
Achieved by completion of 5 official DELTA Force Missions, 1000 flight hours and a
Senior Private Pilot (SPP) Rating.
Achieved by completion of 5 official TOP GUN Missions, 1500 flight hours and a
Commercial Pilot (CP) Rating.
Colonel and above only by appointment by the Executive. Squadron Officer
Commanding (OC).
Staff position only
Staff position only
Staff position only
Staff position only

Real-Life flight training certification and hours will be taken in consideration for the above on the presentation of proof
thereof as follows.

1.
2.
3.
4.

A Real-Life RPL License will be classified to be equal as an IVAO Private Pilot License (PP)
A Real-Life Fixed Wing or Helicopter Private Pilot’s license will be classified to be equal as an IVAO Snr Private
Pilot license.
A Real-Life Commercial Pilot License or above will be classified to be equal as an IVAO Commercial Pilot License.
Real-Life flight hours will be credited on a 1-2 bases. (1 Real-Life Flight Hour for 2 Virtual Flight Hours)

Member that were credited with Real-Life certifications and flight hours will still have to complete the relevant Force
Missions (Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta and Top Gun) as stipulated above for Rank Promotions.

For the career path of military ATC refer to the ATC section 4.3

3. ADMINISTRATION RULES AND REGULATIONS
Administrative Rules and Regulations provide guidance for items generally related to personnel issues. The Chief of the South
African Virtual Air Force (CAF), the Officer Commanding: Air Command (OCA) and the Officer Commanding: Operations
(OCO) will be responsible for the administration and enforcement of the Administrative Rules and Regulations pertinent to
the South African Virtual Air Force. These Rules and Regulations are not managed by the IVAO South African Division or any
of its Staff.

3.1 ENLISTMENT AND BASIC TRAINING
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Due to the professional nature and skills requirements of virtual military operations and our association with IVAO,
enlistment shall be open to anybody, subject to certain minimum criteria as follows: At least 50 hours flown on line,
preferably with IVAO (may be waived at the AO’s discretion), and
A basic knowledge of aircraft, flight, air procedures, and aerodynamics. Preferably holds a Basic Flight Student (FS1) Rating
with IVAO.
Air Command shall be responsible for processing enlistment applications and shall ensure that all information is complete
and accurate.
Applicants must be able to convince Air Command that they have full control of a basic single prop aircraft with their
application. The pilot will be required to complete an initial check ride to show he/she has a basic knowledge of flight, air
procedures, and aerodynamics. Upon completion of a successful check ride the pilot will be allocated his/her official SAVAF
call sign, and be granted the ACTIVE status in order to utilize all the SAVAF facilities, namely the website, FORUM and VAM.
All applications will be completed via the registration process contained in VAM.
The procedure to follow from initial application, to registration shall be as follows:
-Application via www.vam.savaf.org, and completion of a very basic questionnaire.
-Email received from the applicant via VAM mailing system.
-Provisional contact by OC Air Command via email to introduce SAVAF, and to secure an initial check ride.
-Initial Check Ride with OC Air Command, or his appointee, consisting of the following criteria:
Applicant may select aircraft of choice, but MUST be a light, single prop type aircraft, preferably Cessna 172. Validator will
select the same or similar aircraft, and fly behind the Applicant, to assess.
Once the applicant passes his flight test successfully,
-Complete all Registration steps on VAM and FORUM.
-Allocation of Candidate Officer rank, ZAV Call Sign and “Nick Name”
-Entry into training phase at CFS Langebaan.
Flight Students will be required to complete the training phase of a MINIMUM of 60 hours at the CFS using ONLY the
recognized Trainer of the SAVAF at the time, and will NOT be allowed to participate in online missions or events UNLESS
specifically ordered to do so by AO. This will also be in effect a test to determine the “Student’s” dedication to pursuing a
career in the SAVAF.
Training will consist of “own time flying” online. The allocated ZAV call sign will be used at all times when flying. At least one
“One on One” training session will also take place, with emphasis being placed by the Instructor on RT Procedures, basic VFR
skills, use of SIM ACARS, advanced aircraft management skills, use of the IVaP Pilot Client and general brushing up of skills,
where required. At this time the “Student” will also be required to study the training material and other documentation
supplied by the SAVAF and IVAO.
On completion of the training phase and 60 online flying hours, the “Student” will be required to complete a further test
flight, as per standard operating procedures:

3.2 COMMUNICATION
Communications within the SAVAF is accomplished through the SAVAF Notam, Forum, or email. All personnel and/or
members shall be respectful of persons at all times. Any comments that are generally inappropriate shall not be tolerated
and shall give cause for immediate removal from the SAVAF. If anybody has a complaint, they are to use the ‘Contact Us’
link on the website or email at ao@zavaf.org and follow the chain of command.
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3.3 ADVANCEMENTS
SAVAF pilots are enlisted with the rank of Candidate Officer (CO) once the initial check ride has been passed. SAVAF pilots
are then required to complete 60 hours of basic flight training at the Central Flying School, and passing a second, more
advanced check ride with the Chief Training Officer before advancement to Second Lieutenant will be considered.
Thereafter, pilots will be able to move up the ranks and receive promotion through the completion of online Task Force
Missions, Flight Hours and Flight Student and Pilot Ratings. Such promotion will be awarded by, and at the sole discretion of
the AO. Promotions will be awarded based on the following minimum ground rules:

RANKS
CO

HOURS

2nd Lieutenant

60

Lieutenant

200

Captain

500

Major

1000

Lt Colonel

1500

Colonel

2000

Brigadier General

Reserved AO

Major General

Reserved AO

Lt General

Reserved AO

General

Reserved AO

0

TASK FORCE

n/a
Alpha Force
Bravo Force
Charlie Force
Delta Force
Top Gun
Base OC

IVAO RATING*
FS1
FS2
FS3
PP
SPP
CP
CP
( with a min hours/ratings/tfm’s/contributions )

*Or VATSIM Equivalent
The ranks of Colonel and above are only promoted by appointment by Chief of the SAVAF where relevant positions are
available.
All completed TFM’s will be reported in the individual pilot reporting posts on the FORUM. Photographs will be attached
where required.
ATC advancements see section 4.3.

3.4 MERITORIOUS PROMOTION
The AO reserves the right to promote any pilot/ATC or member at any time, which includes waiving the required online
hours, based on performance or exceptional conduct. Such promotion should however be in line with completed Task Force
Missions and IVAO pilot ratings. Conversely the AO reserves the right to demote any pilot/ATC or member if such person
demonstrates continued bad performance or behaviour. This includes loss of staff positions, in the case of Staff Officers who
demonstrate continued bad performance or behaviour.

3.5 AIRCRAFT RATINGS
The first aircraft the pilot becomes rated on will be the official SAVAF trainer at the time, and will require 15 hours of online
flying, before he/she may be considered for an upgrade. There is no limit to the number of aircraft the pilot can be rated on.
However, all aircraft ratings will be subject to the following minimum flying hours requirements and will be based on aircraft
type categories and the SAVAF’s active aircraft fleet:
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Aircraft Type

Hours

Trainer
Small Piston Prop
Twin Piston Prop

0
15
80

Medium Prop & TP

100

Heavy Prop

300

Small Commercial Jet

500

Medium Commercial Jet

700

Heavy Commercial Jet

900

Helicopters

1100

Bomber Jet

1300

Fighter Jets

1500

Initial Check Ride
60 Hour Check Ride

There are exceptions to the rule, as in the case of TFM’s where specific aircraft are a requirement for the successful
completion of the TFM, and the pilot is not rated on that aircraft, or where the AO specifically requests a pilot to fly an
aircraft that he/she is not ranked to fly. It is the pilots responsibility to request rating on the next category of aircraft once
he/she reaches the required hours.
A full list of SAVAF’s active aircraft fleet is shown on the VAM System under Operations.

3.6 MILITARY CALL SIGNS
Pilots whom successfully enlist and being accepted into the SAVAF will receive an official SAVAF call sign (ZAVXXX). These
call signs are person specific, and not aircraft related, and remain the property of the SAVAF. SAVAF members taking part in
any IVAO Special Operations or merely flying on the network must at all times adhere to the IVAO Rules and Regulations and
those of the Division airspace he/she may be flying in. Air Command requires that SAVAF members use the official SAVAF
call sign that was allocated. This is seen as a prestigious membership, and the use of the SAVAF call sign serves as a
connection to a professional and elite Virtual Air Force. Misuse of the SAVAF call sign will not be tolerated.
All ZAVAF call signs are reserved for the exclusive use by registered and active South African Virtual Air Force members.

3.7 CODE OF CONDUCT
ZAVAF has a zero-tolerance policy for inappropriate behaviour. If you experience or witness any of the following behaviour
at an SAVAF event, or on the SAVAF websites or social media, please report it immediately.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Racism
Sexism
Sexual Harassment
Abuse: Verbal or Physical
Intolerance of a person’s religion, gender identity or sexual orientation
Behaving in a way that disturbs the enjoyment of an event/discussion for other people
Any other actions deemed to be intentionally hurtful, harmful, threatening or inappropriate
We aim to enforce the right for all ZAVAF members to enjoy their social club in an environment that is safe and
without risks to health, violence and aggression.
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Any violation of the Code of Conduct, or any action that a SAVAF staff member finds to be inappropriate or disruptive, will
result in the offending member being removed from the event. Multiple offenses will result in a termination of the
membership, and a life-ban from SAVAF.
Severe breaches of the Code of Conduct will result in an immediate termination of membership. SAVAF reserves the right to
revoke membership of any member, at any time.

3.8 WHATSAPP GROUP GOLDEN RULES
The following is considered as the Golden Rule for the Use of the SAVAF’s Whatsapp Groups. Currently there are two
groups.
ZAVAF Group
This group was established specifically for the operational purposes of the SAVAF but you can share and discuss Mission
Planning and Aviation Related matters on this group.
ZAV Non-Aviation Group
This group was established to share any Non-Aviation Matters, Jokes and Memes.
RULES
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Respect the purpose and objective of each group. A “WhatsApp work group” shouldn’t be used to send messages
or content of a personal nature, as well as groups of friends and family shouldn’t be used for business purposes.
That’s what direct messages are for.
Don’t use groups just to send memes, videos, pictures and news, without reading and reacting to the content
shared by others. The purpose of WhatsApp groups is to establish collective conversations with others, but when
you only place content, but never read or interact, the existence of such groups loses their purpose. No one likes
monologues.
Never send content, information or “news” that HASN’T been verified. Placing content whose authenticity has
not been definitively proven can be VERY dangerous and harm many people. WhatsApp is infested with lies and
it’s better to put a stop to them than to be guilty of spreading them.
If you feel uncomfortable in a group for any reason, feel free to leave or “mute” the notifications. It’s better to
be criticized for leaving than for always complaining.
Before sending a complaint to a group, identify the “administrator” and share your thoughts with him/her.
Don’t get angry if someone doesn’t respond to your messages in a group. No one is obliged to do so. Better send
him/her a direct message.
Before sending a video, picture, meme or any content, analyse if such material will be in the interest of the
majority of the members of the group.
When forwarding a message, picture or video and you’re choosing multiple recipients, avoid sending it to all
your groups, since hardly the same content will be suitable or of interest to all.
Try to avoid posting political or religious posts. Avoid placing such content, since hardly all will have the same
religious beliefs or political preferences. Avoid unnecessary debates.
NO violent or pornographic post will be tolerated.
When replying to a specific comment from a person, use the “reply” function to make sense of your comment
and avoid confusion.
When noticing that you’re having a dialogue with a single member of the group, consider changing the
conversation to direct message, because the rest of the group may not be interested in reading your conversation
with another person.
Keep in mind that your words can be interpreted in multiple ways, so use short sentences that can’t be
misinterpreted.
Don’t abuse emojis. There are some like this 😂 or 😭 that don’t require explanation, but others like this 😬 or
🤤 can be interpreted in different ways and generate confusion.
Avoid sending videos or files that are very large, since nobody likes to saturate the memory of their smartphone
or waste their data/internet plan on nonsense.
Content shared is for members only, and should not be redistributed to any third party unless permission has
been sought, and such permission should be unanimous.
Consideration must be given to the varying age groups of members, particularly children and the elderly.
Respect your peers and ensure your posts are inoffensive and not inclined to provocation.
No advertising or spam should be allowed.
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20. Try not to post on the group between 11pm and 7am
Infringement
It should be made clear that Infringement of rules may result in the member/s being removed from the group and will be
subject to the Code of Conduct of the SAVAF.
Note that the rule will be applied according to the purpose of each group and will be to any and all new groups that might
be established.

4. OPERATIONAL RULES AND REGULATIONS
4.1 SERVICES OFFERED BY THE SAVAF
All active members of the SAVAF will be able to participate in the following activities, being the official services provided by
the SAVAF:
Category A (Cat A) General Operations:
Provide safe escort flights (domestic and international)
•
VIP’s
•
Cargo
•
Humanitarian Flights
o World Aid Programs (UN etc)
o Disaster relief flights
o Medical and Casualty Evacuation
o Shipwreck and SAR
•
Coast Guard and National Parks
o Protect and preserve our fauna and flora
•
Police
o Crime prevention
Category B (Cat B) Military Operations:
•
Military Operations
o Escort Flights
o Non aggressive training exercises
o Reconnaissance Flights
o Ship borne and Aircraft Carrier Exercises
o Formation flights
o Low-level Flights
Category C (Cat C) Search and Rescue:
Providing S&R services for civil, military and police services

4.2 IVAO RULES AND REGULATIONS
All pilots are to appraise themselves with the IVAO Rules and Regulations pertaining to military type missions. These can be
found at the following links in the IVAO Manual:
•

https://doc.ivao.aero/rules2:regulations

All SAVAF Members will abide by these Rules and Regulations. Special attention is drawn to the following quote from the
IVAO Mission Statement:

While simulation real world aviation "as real as it gets" we will avoid, at any price, to simulate or become
involved in real world ethnical-, political- and religious conflicts and problems. We also will not allow the
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simulation of any form of aggression or war. IVAO is an entertaining and educational network where every
world-citizen, without any exception, is welcome to join the fun, and in order to meet the contents of this
quote, all air-to-air and air-to-ground exercises and attacks are prohibited on the IVAO network. Our network
is established for flight- and ATC simulation, not for war simulation. Fans of war games are served well on
various other places on the Internet.
Transgression of these rules and regulations may lead to immediate disbarment by IVAO network.
In the case where a pilot flies on any other online platform than IVAO he/she will be expected to conduct such flight according
to the specified online platform’s rules and regulations as well as the rules and regulations of the SAVAF.

4.3 ATC
The SAVAF is proud to have its own “in house” ATC service in operation. Any SAVAF member may apply for ATC membership,
however only those members who have been officially qualified and tested by the IVAO civilian ATC procedures and exams
will be considered for SAVAF ATC duties. Furthermore, all aspiring SAVAF military controllers will be required to complete a
Military ATC course before being considered for a post with the SAVAF ATC Service.
Non-Flying ATC members will also be considered for Rank Promotions based on the following criteria.

RANK

QUALIFICATION CRITERIA

New Hire

IVAO ATC Applicant (AS1)

Candidate Officer (CO):

IVAO ATC Trainee (AS2)

Second Lieutenant (2Lt):

IVAO Advance ATC Trainee (AS3)

Lieutenant (Lt):

IVAO Aerodrome Controller (ADC)

Captain (Capt):

IVAO Approach Controller (APC)

Major (Maj):

IVAO Centre Controller (ACC)

Lieutenant Colonel (LtCol):

IVAO Senior Controller (SEC)

Colonel (Col):

Executive Appointment.

Brigadier General (Brig Genl):

Staff position only

Major General (Maj Genl):

Staff position only

Lieutenant General (Lt Genl):

Staff position only

General (Genl):

Staff position only

Participation criteria for ATC members is considered to serve as an Online ATC with every official SAVAF event except when
such member decides to participate as an online pilot for such event.

4.4 UTC USAGE
UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) will be included in all event times for all operations.

5. ACARS
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The VAM web site is the main reporting and registration site used by the SAVAF. All pertinent information relating to hours
flown, ratings, ranks, awards and completed PIREPS are reflected on this site. A further wealth of information is also to be
found on the site, such as Flight Schedules, add-ons, SIM ACARS update version downloads, news, pilot lists, awards, aircraft
ratings, squadrons and airfields, and much more. It is every SAVAF pilot’s responsibility to be familiar with, and proficient in
all aspects of operation of the VAM system.

5.1 PIREPS
Every flight flown under the SAVAF call sign will be selected from the Schedule data base in VAM, and a PIREP submitted
accordingly. If a schedule is not available for any specific flight contemplated, then the pilot who wishes to complete such
flight will submit a request to the Air Office, or the Ops Office who will, at their discretion, design and establish such schedule.
Alternatively, the use of the schedule “CHARTER” shall be used according to the correct procedures to complete the flight.
The use of the Schedules and PIREP submission is the only means by which a pilot will receive acknowledgement for hours
counting towards rank advancement and aircraft ratings. No hours flown under a civilian call sign or without a logged PIREP
will be considered, and no correspondence in this regard will be entered into.
Once a schedule has been selected and the flight is in progress, the ACARS system will commence recording pertinent
information relating to various aspects of the aircraft such as flaps, gear up/down, stalls, over speeds, mid-air refuels and
the like. All these aspects are scrutinized by the VAM System, and will determine whether the PIREP is approved or rejected.
Should a pilot feel that the PIREP is not up to the standards set, then it is advisable to delete the PIREP before submission,
rather than attempt to force it through the Validator. As the pilot’s rank and experience progresses, so the rules by which
the PIREPS are approved will become stricter.

5.2 PIREP APPROVAL CRITERIA
PIREP criteria will at all times be applied when approving PIREPS. The final decision to approve/reject a PIREP is automatically
done by the VAM system and will apply the following penalising matrix on the Flight Rating. Note that the parameters could
be changed at the AO’s discretion with prior notice. For a full list of these parameters see NOTAMS and FORUM.

5.3 EVENTS AND NEWS
All events and news/referrals to events are posted on the VAM home page. Although e-mails are often sent to all pilots
regarding news and events, it is every pilot’s responsibility to regularly check the VAM site, and the FORUM for any updates
regarding instructions, news, events, or on line missions.

5.4 AWARDS, RANK AND RATING REQUESTS
The SAVAF staff will not as a rule keep a watch on every pilot, and automatically update any status as it occurs. It is therefore
every pilot’s responsibility to monitor the status of his/her hours and missions flown, and to request any such awards, ratings
and rank progressions as they become due. Only if such requests are valid then the relevant status of that pilot will be
updated by the member of staff concerned.

6. DISCLAIMER:
Neither the South African Air Force, nor any other component of the Department of South African Defence or the
South African Government has approved, endorsed, or authorized this promotion, activity, or organization. The South
African Virtual Air Force (SAVAF) organization is in no way affiliated with the South African Department of Defence,
the South African the Air Force, or any other government entity. The South African Virtual Air Force is a group of flight
simulation enthusiasts with the common interest of promoting enjoyment and camaraderie through the simulation of
military operations and procedures utilizing several flight simulation platforms.
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